### Description
As part of [https://community.theforeman.org/t/upcoming-changes-to-dynflow/14926/9](https://community.theforeman.org/t/upcoming-changes-to-dynflow/14926/9)

we need to move listen on candlepin events and the katello event queue off of dynflow

### Related issues:
- Related to Katello - Feature #28141: Notifications for large event queue depth

### Associated revisions
- **Revision 771388f2** - 10/28/2019 03:19 PM - Jonathon Turel
  - Fixes #27674 - Move event pollers off Dynflow

- **Revision f4fe99a1** - 10/28/2019 03:19 PM - Jonathon Turel
  - Refs #27674 - use Rails.application.executor.wrap

- **Revision bcf03577** - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
  - Refs #27674 - start daemon threads in single worker

- **Revision f041e73a** - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
  - Refs #27674 - use pidfile instead of rails cache

- **Revision cae4ae6c** - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
  - Refs #27674 - Don't remove PID before stopping services

- **Revision 58e6e6c8** - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
  - Refs #27674 - remove some logging

- **Revision ea533c16** - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
  - Refs #27674 - fix dynflow process check

- **Revision ebd1ff66** - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
  - Refs #27674 - use rails tmp dir all the time
Revision bf241697 - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
Refs #27674 - tests

Revision 40716c18 - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
Refs #27674 - lazy load with middleware

Revision 75e9c3fe - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
Refs #27674 - change init

Revision 219cac78 - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
Refs #27674 - cache runnable? check

Revision 2e9be1ec - 11/05/2019 05:26 PM - Jonathon Turel
Refs #27674 - improve db connection handling

Revision f64edd38 - 11/07/2019 08:36 PM - Jonathon Turel
Refs #27674 - fix poller thread test

History

#1 - 08/21/2019 05:56 PM - Samir Jha
- Triaged changed from No to Yes
- Target version set to Katello 3.14.0

#2 - 09/16/2019 03:31 PM - Brad Buckingham
- Bugzilla link set to 1694093

#3 - 09/26/2019 07:27 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Jonathon Turel
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/Katello/katello/pull/8366 added

#4 - 10/28/2019 03:19 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases Katello 3.15.0 added

#5 - 10/28/2019 03:23 PM - Jonathon Turel
- Fixed in Releases Katello 3.14.0 added
- Fixed in Releases deleted (Katello 3.15.0)

#6 - 10/28/2019 03:28 PM - Jonathon Turel
- Related to Feature #28141: Notifications for large event queue depth added

#7 - 10/28/2019 04:02 PM - Jonathon Turel
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset katello|77138812ee5bda582fe62701ee08ef1c4d4db12.

#8 - 10/31/2019 01:05 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/Katello/katello/pull/8403 added
- Pull request https://github.com/Katello/katello/pull/8419 added